Facilities Design & Operations

SOUTH CAMPUS TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION – 2014
Overall Plan

Overall Plan – Completed In Areas
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Overall Plan – Completed In Areas
Existing Parking Plan

Existing Parking Lots will have to be closed temporarily as Construction Progresses
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Area 1 - Storm / Sanitary / Tunnel / Chilled Water Lines East of North Eddy Street

April 2014 – August 2014
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Area 2 – Sanitary, Tunnel & Chilled Water West of Eddy Street

April 2014 – May 2014
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Area 3 – Sanitary, Tunnel & Chilled Water Under Joyce

June 2014 – July 2014
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Area 5 – Sanitary, Tunnel & Chilled Water Lines Old Edison Road

June 2014 – August 2014
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Phasing and Logistic Notes

• Temporary earth retention may be required, particularly on Area 4.
• Pedestrian and vehicle traffic will be a constant management issue for on site staff.
• Phasing of parking lot closures will be a significant challenge.
• Parking for the following events will need to be coordinated:
  – Blue Gold Game
  – Commencement Weekend
  – Reunion Weekend
• Fence panels (without vision screens) will be installed around the perimeter of the utility tunnel site (tie-wire will be used to secure the panels together).
• Old Edison can be used for storage of materials and parking
• Gates will consist of two fence panels depending on width of road and site conditions.
Topics For Discussion

• Add Alternate No. 1 - Trailer Pad / Sanitary and Water Connection / Temp Electric (CCP Project Cost)

• Schedule For Substantial Completion
  – Site Restoration – Prior to September 2014
  – Substantial Completion – Prior to November 2014